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PREFACE

.14

We could have approached a disqussion of collaboration from A number'

'of perspectives. To cite some examples=

alternativo,organlzational structures in collaboration

till appropriateness of program- and policy-level islues
in difficult collaborative configurations 4

an analysis of leveil of collaboration including
representation and authority

aSsessing the extent, whiCh collaboration is occurring

ga'

'I a

After our review of the litiature, we felt that a necessary first

step in analyzing collaboration was to look.constructively at the

process by which collaborative decisiolik are (or can be) reached.

We belieVed it was essential to 'expand the thinking in the area of

the collaborative pracess--something the literature has not yet done...,
2

We recognize the importance of .the topics listed above and.fully

0
acknowledge there are others that need pttention. Our focus does noti
deal with the universe of issues surrounding collaboration but rather

address a Tuall and, we believe; significant part of that universe.

We hope those interested in cpIlaboration will read on with this

understanding as well as turn their own attentitin at some point to

the other eletentS of the collaboration universe,

4. ii
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Chapter I 4

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, a significant shift ha§roccurred in the relationship

among schopls,.business, labor and government. It is no longer a

question of whelFher scbools and the other.institutions of theL .

I

,communitp should rk together for the benef t oryoung people arid

society. Rather, e current focus is on how to make the relationship

anon& school,S, labor, business and government a more effective one

in helping young people move from schOol to work. vThe problems in

establishing and maintaining that.r6lationship are.many. Thd6 Who

.are involved in efforts to bring education and Work closer together'

are fa'6ed with a mandate to move beyond cooperation to colliboration.

The genexal distinction is that cooperation means that commgNity7.7
N,institutions zerv n an advisory capacity to die sehodls wherras

-5- ,

A 'collaboration means-they work together with the sohools--that..there'

is give and tate and shared decision makitig. (Chapter II, Defininz

e a

Collaboration, explores the diffprent characteristics.of collaboration
4* r

in grtterigaetail.) The issue facitg today'sdeducator and communitir

people ii "collaboration." If the learning and ear.ning problens

of youth are to be overcome, schoo,ls, buSiness, government and labor

must work together-they must collaborat.

4.

' About this paper. As we approached the broad-topic of collaboration

among.schools and the Opier major community:institntions, soloie of the

quesLons sie used fo guide our efforts--and the chapters where tht
4

.1!
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N
questions are generally addressed,-are: .

--.'-

1. What is meant by laboratiaa? (Chapter II) .

4

2. What incentivies foste collaboration? (Chapter III)

3. What obvious barriers inhibit collaboration? (Chapter III)

4. Are'there more subtle barriers or constraints involved
in organizational collaboration? (Chapter III)

5. How mUch of a collaborative effortdepends on individual,.
initt'ative and how much on organizational commitment?
(Chapter IV)

_
1 . .

6. IS th4e a mediating role that is needed betWeen education
and tjie business world?- (Chapter IV)

.. Isl. .

....--/ %

Z. How c uld harriers be removed? -(ChapterIV)

It is our intent in this paper to-explore both the meaning of

collaboratia6 and the issues associated with it which emerged as a

result of our review of the literature in this area. Following our

'discussion of definitiOns and issues we will focus On the prdtess

,

of collaboration. Here we will attempt to add to the understanding

process by developing a potential relationship betwee4two

previously untelated areas-v7collaboration atd collective bargaining.

Although the introduction of- collective bargaining may Surlorise some,

readers, we believe the analogy between.collective bargaining and,

41^

collaboration'may offer much that is of valuekto the collaborative
, 4 k

process. 'It is-pur belief that in the past twenty years the common

stake c4 the schools, the uniolls, the goverament and'the bbsiness
-.,
k

community in the successful transitionof the has becomeAs
t

obvious to

,
11 concerned as is the common stake of labor and Management

..

I

C.-.

' 2
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in a healthy, produ4ive economy. At the lowst general level both

involve a procer'of sharing power between parties with differdug

,

specific interests but 4 common stake in a broad outcome. Howeveri.

as in the-parallel case of.leabox and management, a-way'muat be found

to work tut s cifics of prombtirig that commoh goal withoUt t,)a:crificing

important,princ ples or alienatiag each other.- The proc'ess for doing

that is negotiation. The parallel, then, goes something like this:

'N
1. Collaboratwn'is in part, a process.

2. That process involsys negotiation.

3. That process has received no systematic attention in the
literature even-thou6 it is cruCial to the outcome of'any

.

collaborative'effcrt. ./

Collective bargaining is also dependent upon a process that
involves negotiations.

5. Tlbcollective bargainini pr-ocess has received considerable
att ntion in the literature, some of which involves3identifying
and defining key elements in the process.

6. Th*refore, we concluded, we should exandne the'elements of
the collective bargaining process .to attempt to-enrich our
understanding of the collaborative 15rocess.

Obviously, collaboration is not totally parallel to collective bargaining.

But our concern with the process rather than the cohtent of collaboration

has led ud\,in searC.N of 'an analogy thatmight improve that process.

Our contern stems from our review of the literature and from our

experiene in collaboration.

t.J

4

Much of the worierefereliced in this paper concerns education and work
Ar

programs. Even though these progcrams dominate the discussion ot

;collaboration, this is not meant to suggest that the bOl.ahorative



prócess is limited to education,and work. Collabpration betweenple
0

. public education system and other sectots of life has applications

for a variety of education programs and for people of all ages. However,

it is clear to us that the mandate and motivation for collaborative

efforts are definitely present in the education-work aAena more
P .

strongly than ifi most-others at the present time.

Our po§ltion on collabora iOn'. First, 'we believe in.it. Second,
A

we endorse it. Third, we
4

participate it. At the same timp41we

recognize that it is a complex proces8 that has, yet to be.fully

understood or. described. We agree with*Wirtz in hi3 dpscription of
.

the program' (what we are calling the coitent of_collaboration

verSus the 'process':

-#First: the pIogram,eleMents'in an effectiveeducation-work
pOlicy,directed at thesePperobleids at the sohbol,-to-eniploymept
gap haye now been pretty well matked but.

. .

'BUf second: the process elements that are anifesty essential
to ihe effective administration of these newrprograms have not
beer significantly developed. While the'programs bridge thT-.
"two'worlds," the handling,of them so far hat been left laliely
in one cif these two worlds, eqcation, alone (Wirtz 1.05.:1),.

In view of our commitment to and concern about collaboraltion, we

reviewed the literature in Csea'fch of otlIrs' :views on the topic. 'The

next section discusses the need for collaboration and raises same

important questions about howand whethei---wexzen afhiev collaboration.

The_need for collaboration:. William Manight,..Jr., in

of Career Education stresset a common premise: there

tne Journal

should be-

t

I.
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col aboration between schools and business and industry.

Business' and industry have every reason to become deeply
- ,e involved in educationand especially'career education. Business

_people should want t6 respond t6 lobe alarting statistic that
, in any one year, abosi'two million young pe'eple leave formal

. education.lacking Irlills adequate to enter the labor mariet
. at.a level commenscuiate with their academiC ana intellectual

.

promise.' Mkny leave with no mlrketable skills whatevei-: Such
fruitless educa ional effort wastes educational.dollars.

I)
(McKnigh3/1978: 1).

In spite of'the proposdddvalue of collaboration, McKnight, lie

'others, rcognizeS tflat formig partnerships between education and

business and inolpstry is not easy.

,

(T)00 se ldom are such tiorking partnerships realized: Educators
assupp! bUsiness peopIt.aie too busy, Business people assume
edilcatqzs will think they.just'wen`tolzeddle, if ;hey step
forWad, wIth(!pit invitation fMcKnight 1978:38)...

P

AlthoUgh tbe time is right fSr collaboration, according to Gleazer,

the difficUlties inyolved in making it happen may be close to.

insurmountable.

'
(Collaboration), although-uniVersally applluded in the abstract,
has seen little.practica/ application, probably because it
requires much from'both individuals and institutions...The -

variables in institutional and Ldividual relationships. are so
numefous that,calraboration may appear tO be a near-impossible
task. Yet, In spite of the seeming barriers tp achievingjeal
collaboratign, the.times call for it* (Gleaier 19771).

Peter Horoschak, in his 1971 article entitled "The Realrity of
41.

Busipess Education Partnership Pr.ograms," cites thework of Sovde

(1970) which suggests some reasgns why collaboration would be

favored by .business and ind&try as well as by tile public schools.

It may be worthwhileibriefly to review 'the "pros" Sovde identified

'eighf years agR on behalf of collaboration.

at,

4
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.FroM'industry's point of vitw: 2

Business depends on skilled manpower and social stility'to
survive. Why,.then, pay taxes tovsupport schools and then
be for6ed td retrain the graduate, and why pay tax bills for
crime and welfare when positive educational programs can
reduce both?,

2. ,A Well-trained and educated work force will attract,ind ustry
to an area eftereby producing greate tax revenue.

3. Good business management practices could be put toward mare
efficient allocation of schbol resources. .

4

4. Pre-eminence in technological development can be retained
only with a good educational system.

. Cooperation of schools will reflect pos vely on the
maintenance of the system of free enter rise:

6.. Direct intervention in solving social problets ik possible
through the schools:

Frem the educators' point of v ew:

Tte)educational system can ke.ep up, with t*hnological ctlange
through communiationiwith industry;

2. BuSiness mangemerkt techniques wOuld help School .administrators
cope with the rising costs of.education.

3. CurriCuItim and instructional) techniques are relvant only 'as
long as they relate to Urban flying and work oppOrtunities.

'4..'Carporate personnel. can be used td enrich.the studerrt'js..
learning'experience and enhanCe-the uocational guiiiance

. program.

5. The buniness'environment should be used to train for. working
in'the priVate sector of the econow. (

6.; Industry support would be valuable for in-service training
of teachers.

Apart from these benefits te business and industry an to the public
A

schools, IlSovde found that "tlie results of previous attempts'to

collaborate suggests guarded.opttmism'at best' (Sovde 1970:10-11 as
4
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S.

cited in Horoschak 1971"26-2-7). 'School people are suspicious of
A

.

the intentions of Andustry, which has confused indugtry about how to
r-

work with schools. 'Horoschak cites the following as factorp inhibiting

;he school-business'2attnership: communication problems, lacji of.

initiative on the part of the schools, insufficient authority, the

.

need for strong leaderiship, the need to focus, on a s'pecific proje6t,
,0

N Ait
and thq need for involvement in-students as well as.school staff *and

--business people (Horosthak 197.1:28-9).

A suevey cOnductei by The Conference Board in the early 70's describes

the earlier role,of business--one less,demanding thin dollaboration..

Although the conclusion sugges,ted by the results of the survey is

optimistic Aout business-Teople and school people working togethei,'

-Finley reminds us of theprobleiiisinvolve it estahlishing that

'relationship. Looking at this early work from the perspective o

,

our current concern with collaboration, one is strgck by "The Proper.
`l

Role of gusiness" which.is described as follows:.A

4

:rile key words in defining.the roles of buSineSs for eticators
would be suapdttive, and coo erati e. They seek a partnership.
with busineSs that ig not so m h day-to-day working
arrangement for most (edutatórs ut rather as a back7up and
assurance that .(educators) aren t wOrking in isoation
(Finley 1973:4).

Hdwevet, Finley's finaj. statement suggests very gpnerally what might

lead to more effective collaboration:

,"dltlt seems obvimis that before businessmen and educators tan
fully underseand 4.e another and begin'to work to Improve
.the system jointly, they must talk to each'other (Finley 1%73:18).
(Emphasis added.)

r- 7

t.
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.. Talking to,each other 46 411 umbrell4phraSe for.-the process of

v.

a

"It

.#

collabocation. :In Chapter iy, Age pr&sent,a new par digrillor the'
,

"proess" ofk-colldb?oation it some detail. , At this-point, howvex,
. -

.
2. ... -. ,

-,
fia:cnito,Clude-that.dolaboratiOn iA degirable.and, at the sale.,

t.
t

. .

i
, ... .., .,

,

time, difficult to achieve.' 'tet 11 now see what kinds of questions'''
i. . _ 4 " ,

a . j -A

are,beingralsed about the difficulty of collaborating, ),
1/4

Some questions about collapition. The,Spring 1.978 edition of the

Nationalv Manpower Institute newsletter referred to a tudy fundpd

by the National Institute of Education. At that time, NIE was

...reviewing the Consoi4g,lum Work-Education Council" Crtie Work-
_

Education Exchange, 978:3). (NIE wanted the study to answer three

questions:
400

18 tollaborat6pn,possible? The concept of collOoration
assumes that the institutioneof educaiion, labor, busineSs
and odiers concerned with yOuth development will find ,

..enough,common ivxerest it the goal of helping young people
to. =love between education and.work.that each ifts'fitut4on

would be willinito submerge some of ita own self-interests
to accoplish this large goal. Is this really possible oi
i$ there a basic conflict between-Cle,groups' self-interest
that will not allow fruitful collaboration?

9 .

2.. When collaboration does occur, does it cause institutional
change and create linkages'that 3yould otherwige not exist?
If so, what is the nature of the change? '

3. Are benefits for young actually foudd when col tion
results in institutional' change and new linkages?. I are
those benefitg? (The Work-Education Exchange, 1978:3)

Apparently, the problems in collaboration between schools and bUsiness,,

1nd 'industryare sigrificant enough to cause NIE to .aAk whether

.6 collaboration is even possibleArthough the second and third
NI

Aquestions assube that.is is posthihle, nobody said it would be easy.

8 ,
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1 ft

. . 1
TnvOlving.the coMmunity in public schools is a lot Ake making

Opce you start the proCess, ydu can't cliait'
.0 ,until'tliegorilla is ready to Auii. (Nolan Estes, 1rom reMarts-,

t the AA4A Convention,',Ed a ion USA FebTery 1978:193.)
.

.

;
A

Beyona the,isgde of whet
, , ,, .

.7

. .

wh9'nelalinjcages afe creLted and w

r

on is pwssib.1e and,.if sà,

enefits for young people

occ-ur, we neted to-be COncern'.ed about
,

'

rengthening the Qollaborative

relationship. Hensley.ddresses himself to this 'problem when he

Nsks the following:
&,4

1: Who shouldttake the lead in planning for ...implementation?.

2. Are the interests of education and budIness/industry
' compatible?

, . r

c3. Can institutionalized,educational.offeringa be coordinated
. .

. with the'opportunities which now exist for work and
employment?

,I)o collaborative eforts among.leaders in business', industry,
and education lead to external bontrol of schooliW
(Hgnsley 1977:1620.)

A .00

Kenneth'HOyt, in a recent paper on "The)Concept of Collaboration.'

and Career Education," foauses primarily on Che bOlefits to studen s,

ducatorso business, labor and induIry that.can .resplt from

ollabLation. Resulting from the first two mini-conferencas

sponsofed byUSOE's Office of Career Educatisp/during e

. paper also addresses two basic problemelabout collabota ion.

prOblems which were discused by the conference pariicipants, and
\

which now appear imsome dqail in the report are:.fl
Problem 1: To what extent is meeting the goal of education as

preparaion for work a responsibility of the business/
lab9r/indug-try coMmunity? A



Problem 2: To what extent are educators,willing to hare
responsibility and authority for preparing students
for work with the business/labor/industry comMunity?
(Hoyt 1977:7-10.) s'

Although as Hoyt 'States, "Some communities have, already found Ways.

of solving both of these basic proble .1.11 s: II he concludesthat ...much
.

.

remains to be done" (HOyt 1977:10). What Hoyt suggests we need #1
,

,

1.der to solve both problems are'"...sufficient level of trust,

)

determina th sides" (Hoyt 977ion;and commitment on bot10). Thus,

in order that the benefits migh be realized, we

must solve the problems; to solve the problems, we must understand
,

the process of collabora ion..

Walsh advises us that:

The crucial question concerfiing collaborailon is whether schools
will be willing to share policy-making and'operational
responsibilities with other community organizations,an& agencies,
and whether non-educational organizations and institutions will
be willina to assume new responsibilities for educational programs.
The answer to this question can be determined only if specific
.activities are identified which dre uniquely suited to
'collaboration' (Walsh 1976:18).

Walsh alto points out that tthe primary distinction betweenr...community-

work education _councils and school-cOmmunity.mechanisms that already

exist is in theocess,' i.e., the proposed councils would involve

'collaboration' hetween institutions and agencies, whereas most

exigting mechanisms involve merely 'cooperation.' Until specific

areas of collaboration are idefttified, however, this distinction will

remain in the realm of semantics" (Walsh 1976:18).

10



His warning deserves our attention. In the two years sinqe' Walsh's

paper, we have made progress; but we have not 3?et fully mastered or

fully explicated the process of cdllaboration: sUnderlying the

'questions raised above il the need to befter define and ilescribe

a

iihat itt'is that w.e' mean by collaboration. At we move ahead in that

direction, we will be better able to detexmine if collaboration is

possible, if it creates change who should be doing it, if it changes

who controls schools, the esponsibilities of the variouslogencies,

and the roles that educators should play.

Summary. C011aborl'ation.is no longer a luxury--eVecially for those,

involved in education-and-work. Collaboration is a reality and we

must.move ahead. If we are to succeed, however, we must uRderstand

collaboration; we must look at the problems and.then attempt to

improve the proceelt.i Chapter II presents definitl. ns,and characteristics

of collaboration; Chapter III discusses the problems Chapter IV 4.

presents a new approach to the process.

b-
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In our' review-of

of collaboration.

'Chapter II

. DEFINING COLLABORATION

,

the literature, gp- fgund a numberzf%definitfons

We examined each definition first to'establish

what the pajor ideas weh and second to examine the overall
4

characteristtcs that are associated with collaboration. The first
4

part of theichapter presents the definitions and the ukjor ideas.

.

Me second part attempts to synthesize the ideas and discusses some.

themes that emerge:

Most olothose who are,writing about collaboration .come from the

education-and-work field. Thus, most of the definitions refer in

..

,some way to education-and-watk uógrams or:issues, Although we
,

.

.

believe collaboration can and should go beyond the fqcus on'young

people and work we reo,ognize that the, mandate to collaborate,is

'.stronger in the education-and-work area than Terhaps in any other.

a
area and that collaborative efforts in that field are great in

number and have a long history.

The Definitions

The six definitions presented here illustrate the growing complexity

of ourInderstanding of what is meant by collaboration. Each

definition also contributes to the key'features of aollaoration

which appear at the dhd of this chapter..-

12
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T?efinitimn 1: McClain and Sockol in C6mmunity Educa ion/Work
-

.4*Collabdiationl . A MassachuSetts Persuctive bogin with a general
)

. discussion of the naiure of an'education:twork c'pllaboration. They

def/ ine it in 4 general way.as follows:

0 /
Community education&ork collaloration...is characterized -

by arrajigement_s 9f members of A comNunity'to facilitate the
transition of young people between institutional education/
and whateyer.is to'follow (e.g., work oitfurther education)
(McClain and Sockol 1978:1).

A major point in McClain and Sockol's definlition emphasizes

yhat members of a community do or'what they 'arr fief the young

.people in their schools.

.f

Definition 2: The notion of collaboration becomes more sPecific

when we look at 4 defiration presented by a participant in One.of

-UWE's'miniconferenc4s on "The Conceptualization of Collaboration."

Dr. 'Edwin Herr offered the following...4pfinition which was accepted

by'the conference partici

..:Collaboration is sliare commitment to and responsibility
'for.career education learner outcomes which involves,both
clear psychologIcal and tangible investments'among
participants (Notes from the Miniconference' No. 1; 1977:3).

In Herr s definition, we have shared commitment- and responsibility

as characteristics of-those involved in collaboration. In addition,

4*J4.

the commitment and.responsibility is tied to learner outcome's arid

ass6ciated with psychological and tangible investm nts by those'.

involved in collaboration.

1_ 8
13



Definition Kenneth Hort-Offers a.definition Which distinguishes.
)

between cooperation and collaboxation. The-primary distinctijn hi

makes is that collaboratiori means inwestment_in policies-and oiaerational

alfrpractices; cooperation does nat.

.

Collaboration'is a term thatlimplies the parties involved
share res13onsibility and authority for basic policy
decision-malang.i.cooperation, on the other hand, is a term
that assumes two or more parties, each with separate and
autonomous programs, agree to work togeeher in making all
such programs more successful. To 'coolytate' with another'
agency or organization carries no implication that one either
,can, or should, affect its policies or operational practices
Hoyt as cited in Walsh 19401-92). Sso

I

HoYt (like Herr), includes shared responsibility. lie-adds the idea

that A.1,1oritY fdr policy decision-making is also shared.

DefiniriOn 4: Another view of the characterisfics :a sociated with
I

collaboration is presented by Mary Ann MillSapin her AERA pap*

"The State.CaPaciry Building.Gratra yrogram in Dissemination: _Me
.

,Federal Evaluation,Perapeqtiviq.".. AlttioUgh tees is hot sttiqly a

definitionof col/aboration.Millsapjdenti,fies sope impOrtanr.
. 4

a

characteristics of collaboration:

1. Each party's decisiort become involved in ttle joint
. venture results from choice; participation is veluntarlY.

2. All-parties have an equal,stake.in the acrivities ,
undertaken. ,Usually thisvmeanS that each parq is,
contributiAgrhe,saie amount of mo,n'y or is'investing
the same amount.of time or effort. 4

a

4 N
3. All parties have an e'ial stake'in,rfie consequences'

of the activities, good or ill. In cdllaborating in ,

writing a book, tor example, each auth rifhares the
consequences of royalties,- if any,

ii
of tuá or nbtoriety,

and of any inaccuracy in the teit.

1.91
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ky,

A. Within the ocess
shared, orj stated
power over what is

of collaboratiiig,./Uecision7making i4
in the reverse, each party has vey
undertaken.

,

5. Fack'party
.,

ie dependent-upon the Alers fol.w4the agcomplishm nt
o

. .

1 , ,

, r the actkvities--that, each, on its cP,711, 'Cdtild not .

itcompIish a,ll thework.

Perhaps not an essential element, but still critical
personal interaction among the parties, some amoun of
frequent fAt-to-face contact

7. 14istly, there is a common understanding of exiectations,
'oT what each'party is to.do, including knowledge of-the
constraints or limitations under which each party is
,operating (MillsaP 1978:3-4).

The major ideas from Millsap include voluntary ic pation, having

an equal st.A.e in activities and consequences, shared decision-

making,-interdependence regarding accomplishing_work, personal,

interaction, and comMon understanding of obligations and constraints.

4.

Mi4sap't characteristics of collaboration could belcalled "ground

rules" for collaboration. The characteristics are both descriptive

and prescriptive. For exaMple having an equal stake in.the

consequences of the activities both describes what can (or should)

happen in collaboration and suggests the way in which collaboration

should occur.

Definition 5: Perhaps the most often cited definition of

collaboration is one developed by Paul-Barton of.the NatiotLial

Manpower Instftute. His definition i

A-process of collaboration means the participation of the
representatives of the important institutions and sectors of
the community that have the responsibility,'resources, and-



influence to deal with the whole of the transitiolito
yegular adult employment. It.meansiwn attempt to accomplish
(jointly wh ,d not be achieved sInglk,.and a whole that
is larger than the surd.of itsTarts. TN

.A 'collaborative process' as used here, ig identified by:

.,
e, 'being an organiied activity within an agreed-upon

pglicy foi. its conduct;
..,

.
.

e.
.

the participation of representatives of education,
busineidt, l'abor, parents, he voluntary and service
organization sector, the pub ic,'students...or at least
a sufficient number of the abov to provide the

texpectation of significant achi evement;

an involVement in the improvement of the transition
arrangements rather than the rest of the group
being 'advisoiy' to any .one of the'represented
institutions or sectOrs; and-

the development of, or working on the.develovment
of, an agenda of substantive actions, a prioritizing
of the items on the agenda, and planning toward actua ly:
'carrying out the agenda (Barton 1977 o9 cited in
Interagene-Collaboration 1978:5).

The emphasis Added in the original identifies tht concepts Barton

,wishes to emphasize. Barton stresses active participation as well

as *who should be involved. Under 'collaborative process,' he begins
,1

to establish a framework .in which collalboration should take place.

The content of collaboration--the speciAlic items that might appear

on the agenda--are left to the discretion 44. the participants. tnllke

the problNis associated with collaboration .(see Chapter III), sLcific

topics or issues are not mentioned.

, Definition 6: Another view of collaboration is proposed by Ferrin

and Arbeiter in Bridgint.the Gap: A Collection of Edudation-to-Work

Linkages. In their report, Ferrin and.Arbeiter propose that

2 1 ,
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Aua

,

a

a.

4

6,

. * .

education-to-work linkages can be. described in ecms of a five-stage,
.,

(.
. i

. ,-
I ,

collaboration continuum. The continuumnge from separation- (where
.....

theJschopl has nb contect'?Ith. business and
.

. * - ustry) to integrhtion

.(wh ucat ionere-edia
.

become.a_single 7,c,eas). Therdefinitions

of the fdur key categoriesyre as .follows (the category of,separation

, I

omitted because's() prokrams unirer-considerationaf'ell in this
4 .

categorY):

. Comnunity: Programs) primarily intended to open 4
dialogue and-at effective exchange of infoTmaLon between
the woftds of education and work. The intention is not so
much to effect-change as to Influence perceptiori% and
attitudes.

0

2. Participation: (Programs) in this category move toward
facilitating and fostering recommendations and advice
made by one party to the other.

3. Substitution: These are programs that periodically
replace the school setting or the teacher with the
workplace and the supervisor. .

4. Integration: These are prograis aimed toward making
education and work a single process in which the
individual learns and earns simultaneously. In our
specialized society, this type of process normally
affects a limited number of individuals in special
situations,(Ferrin and Arbeiter 1975:2-3).

Although the continuum is obviously meant to describe education-and-
-

1

r.
work programs., the notion of stages or phases of collatoration is

generally useful. It,suggests, for example, that.the procesi of

collaboration might involve moving through stages similar to those-

associated with .programs. Thus, collaboration itself might begin

communication and over time move toward integration. The important

idea for coilaSoraeion Nthat neither the process nor the outcomes

always remain at one level--collaboration shifts and its oUtcomes shift.

17.
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ummary.: The six definitions specify a number-or.elements tha
%

one might he to find in a Col1aborativefort. Overall,

1 yr

Iswould appear that there is suffiOent interest in and concern for

collaboraian to bring abollt' expanded definition(s) and identificatioq

of more key features or characteristics. They key features of

collaboration meniioned so far are impressive in number and in

sCope. A synthesized version of the definitional features basdd on

the six definitiong is presented here to illustrate the scope of

what has been emphasized in literature.

Key Features of Collaboration
/.

1. Voluntary and active papticipation

2. PuChological and tangible investments

2.1 having an equal stake

Shaiing among collaborators

3.1 commitment and responsibility for learner outcomes

3.2 responsibility and authority for policy uaking

3.3 decision makin

3.4 interaction

3.5 a common understanding of expectations

3.6 making arrangements for young people

3.7 interd ndence in carrying out activities

4. Organizing collaborative meetings

4.1 using an agenda

4.2 prioritizing agenda items

4.3 planning how to carry out the agenda



,4

oar paraphrigIng and reordering of the key features? we,find

that much of the emphasis (and deservedly(sp) is on the sharing

which mugt ga oh at tha;collaboration table>

,particularly imgortant because collaborat rs

This "Aharing" ia'

arq in some-s'ense,

odtside their organizational boundaries. The emphasis on sharipg

411 .

may reflect the need-to improve our understabding of interagency

collaboration.' ilore importantly, perhaps, sharing together with

o'rganizingl(item 4) points to the importance of deV'eloping and

using some identifiable form of collaborative process. We agree.,

with the emphasis given sharing and organizing and we endorse the

need to improve the mechanisms for achieving 5oth.

Finally, a dimple word about an issue which we view as "semi-,

4V
definitional --does collaboration thrive beSt if it is policy oriented

and shuns specific projects or if it uses a specific project fpcus

to build the relationships. We have only biases rwt the definitive

answer.. Our feeling is that for multiple sedtor collabOration it

or\is best to take the first agproach an 'for oneto-one collaboration

the second. However, both multiple sector and multiple organization

i
collaboration which focus on policy are greatly enhanced by the*

existence of one-to-bne collaborations focusing on specilic projects.

The ideal, in our opinion, is a mix.

Before we move to our discussion of the collaborative process

(Chapter IV) we would like to triefly-review some of the problems

"010111.'

and issues'other have raised about collaboration ik 8ee whether

2 1
19
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thex too suggest that the collaboratiQn process needs greater
r

attention than it has received sb far.

4
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Chapter 34

4 4

PROBUMS AND;ADVICE ON COLLABORAT14

( )4yhiS section, wp. will recount soma of the-problems others have

identified that are-either part of or that affect collaboration

. between schools and business and industry. Following our discussion

of the problems, we will.look at some of the adv,ice offered on how

to deal with these-problems.

The Problems

According tp Burt and Lessinger, there are characteristics inherent

in the,collaboration process that can certainly influei4 and per4laps

impede the efforts of those jrnvolved. These Characteristics, which.

constitute a frgtework within which collaboration takes place, are

as follows:

On the education side,

1. Be confused as to

2. Lac. k knowledge of

industry.

chool adMinistratorsitekid to--

what they want from industry.

how industry is organized or how to approach'

3. Be suspicious of the motivations of industry in cv-Xing
with schoels:;

4. Fear that industry groups will become special interest
.pregsure groups.

Be unwilling to provide staff to work with industry in
developing cooperative relationships.

6. Place too much emphasis on advisory committees at local,
state and national levels as the sole technique for
achieving industry-eduFation cooperation.

7. 'Lack understanding of the role of the instructor in achieving
industry-education cooperation.

\?;

21
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ROM

..
8. Fail to provide central office coordination ofindustry

participation in the individual schoAs of t,he school
system.

IND

.Eurt and Leinger add that'industry participation in school prograils
.

can become d fused and.iefatively impotent,because supervisory

staff.at both central-office and'individual sthools are jewtous

of each other's perogatives in establishing indigitry cohta9ts. In

addition, statie officials; national educational organizations and

the U.S. Office of Education have not provided realistic guidelines

and adequate staff to enlist and encourage industry participation
. .

. .

in school matters.

On the side of business and industry, there is often--

I...Confusion ebncerning the mission of public-education; 4.-

school organization, 'and how to work effectively with
.school people.

2. Unwillingriess to.make long-range commitmnts toVolunteer
services to schools, thus creating aong educators a sense
of i4ermaneney and resulting self-seeking motivations on
tIle part 'of industry'.

Cisillusionment wbed school officials take a cautious
. ,

approach to industiy-initiated_spoperatIve programs.

4. Lack Of planned organization, assignment of scaff, and
budgeted fundsto effectively,channel and implement the
desire to be'involved in work with schools..

5. Lack of knowledge and leadership as to What may rightfully
be demanded, as a matter of public policy, Ifrnm the public
schools (Butt and-Le'ssinger, 1970, as cited in Walsh'
1977:11-112). .

.

This analysts suggested that there are significant problems in
_

perspective4lid understanding on the part of botk educators and
11

business and indUstfY. The prOblems both precede and occur stmUltaneously

with collaboration.'
SI

:27
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.0n a,different level sley has identified eight "/..potential

'cloarriers to in6reased interactIon. In a general way, the barriers

begin to address the-problems-of the process of oollaboration as
r-

well as to suggest,some of the content which needs to be addressed

. duping the collaboration process.

.

ns7

. .1. Stat&and local pebple involvecCin career edUcation frequent4
_do no,t seek out the help Of business and industry early
in- the project.

2. Business people have trouble participating in.the6chools
because of certification and credential requirethents.

.

3., Career prospects are hard.to identify.

4. The competencies seOn by bUsiness and industry as necssary
c for work are often unclear to those in education.

5. Greater understanding .ig needed cif security, safety and
insurance-related problems.

,45. .There.is lack of continpity in-communicatione between
schools anq,business and industry? j.

7. There is never encnigh time;' there is never enough money.

' vt
8. There is a gap betWeenithe reqUirements ot. butinessand

industry and,.the objecties of the school (Hensley. 1978:28-30).

40
In addition to the mora-lobraonal prOblems cited by Burt and Lessinger,

we have the professional.pro)flems identified by ProblemS

such as certificattion,and-credentialing requiremen s; identifying

career 2rospects; clarifV...ng competencies needed fo :work; explaining

security, safety and insurance-related4needs; and narrowing the gap

between t business-'00 industry want and what the schools want)
----

.

-

can all be .viewqd as,agenda items .for collaboration. In that sense,
1

'these prohlems address a form of "cOntene of collaboration. They'
4 -%

suggest some.of the things that those involved in collaboration
4

aped td be tal)c,ing abOut.



*

(I

Another'prOlem identified by Hensley--one which h'e considers to be

primary in the relations between education and the community--is

"...intervreting outcomes to the community" (Hensley 1978:33).

Although Hensley associates this probled primarily with implementing

mandated legislation in the schools, collaborators, we may assume,

must also inter-pret their actiyities and outcomes to ihe community.-

In =earlier paper, Hensley presented six problem areas discussed

at the Education Commission of the States 1976 annual meeting.

Similar in many ways to the potential barriers lidted above, the

broblem areas also suggest topics to be addressed through the

process of collaboration. The six problem areas are:

I. Society expects the schools to do the entire joIs of
p'reparing people for the world of work.

There is little agredment as,to what skills, attitudes,
and.experiences best prepare persons for work and living.

3. Schools tend to emphasize eithei career learning or liberal
arts rather than a. blend or infusion of the two.

4. There are limited opportunities for developing new skills
and,attitudes after cue leaves the formal educational
system.

5. Given the existing financial problems faced by our
educational system, it appears unlikely that any system
will be in a position to do much toward problems o&
preparing persons for work.

6. Our society has a tendency to launch efforts toward solving
problems of careers and life preparedness before problems
are carefully identified and defined (Hensley 1977:20-22).

r--

Although the problem areas begin to tollch on some of the74esues

t involved in.the process of collaboration, what Hensley and others

29
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have Identified as problems are closely associated with the content

or topics that collaborators mustNdecide or resolve. Thus, we know

more at this point about what those involl)'ed in dollaboration needs

to talk about than we do about how best to do that talking.. Tn the

piocess of decision making and attempting to achieve resolution,

having an understandin$ of the process of collaboration becomes

critically important. An adequate understanding of the process can

determine whether or not problems such as thoSe Identified by Hens1,6T

areproperly addressed.

/'

Hensley's conclusion reinforces our belief in the importance of .

understanding the process of collaboration--"Concensus among decision

makers is the key, and representatives of business, industry and

education are central participants in the process" (Hensley 1977:36).

(Emphasis added.) This brief reference to the need for consensus

among participants in the collaborative process illustrates what
r

we think deserves greater attention and increased understanding.

4
That is, hoW dd s one achieve.consensus--how does one A gOtiate

effectively in the colaboration process?

rt"Another-view of the problems' associated witl; co laboration is

presented by Richard Ungerer ip a recent paper titled Work And

Servite-Experiepce for Youth. Ungerer develops the idea of two

kinds of Constraints that affect b?th educators and employers--

attitudinal constraints and practical constraints. Both kinds of

constraints are similar to the ideas Presented by Burt and Les inger

;And by Hensley

25



The Advice

*
. lingerer suggests that one.way of addressing constraints is through.

the establishment of collaborative councilt which should include

leaders from education as /ell as from business and industry. H

identifies three roles for the councils, each of which suggests an

approach to achieming cojaabOration. The first role is brokering

and technical assistance; the second is policy development and
r

advocacy; the third is coordination and management (Ungerer 1978:24).

In these three roles
9
one can sse.'"ge broad outline for a Process

approach to.collaboration. By dfining the roles that the councils

are to'play, Unge* can be.said to be fOcusing on the framework

within which particular content issues can be resolved..

A Similar ingestion comes from HensleST. He recommends that

If

...proposed levels of collaborative activities, must be established

beforehand to determ1ne4bat outcomes are PoSsible. before Serious

disonssions begin" '(Hensley 1978:26). By proposing.levels of

activities, Hensley, like lingerer, is recognizing the need to

define what role Is to be played'by those involVed in collaboration

/-

as well as.how that role can 'effeCt outcomes.

ManighesuggAsts sone specific rol'es businesses might play in working

with schools in order tehelp circtimvent the problems in forming

1. working partnerships. His suggestions are:

1. Iflp obtain supporting legislation.

2. Recognize and fay support collaborative education
opportunities,

4
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3. Provide employment experience for business orientation
for lotal. teachers.

" 4. Support the school's guidance, placement and lollow-up
servibes.

4 5. Speak out about business and tell it like it is (McKnight
1978:38-41).

r.

1.'s list includes actiVities businesses can do Ana attitudes

businesses might hold which would support collaboration. In that

.senie, McKnitht's suggested.roles apply primarily'to a situation

where hools and business and industry are ready and willing to

work e gether«.

mg.

An even more concrete approach is recommended by Sampieri. He

suggests both organizational approaches and personal techniques to

uae in coming to(grips with phe.problems of collaboratior. His advice .

is offered to educators; similar advice would be appropriate for

"those from business And industry.. Sampieri advocates following six

rules under the organitational approach. These are:

1. When you consider.involving an institution it a partnership,
do not assume that YOu need not plan your effort,

2. Understand clearly the primary purpose of the proposed
linkage. .

3. Diagnose the, characteristics and pos ible motivation of
your prospective partners.

4. Develop a classification system that will help the educational
4 management team plan With and respond to, various'members in

the partnership.

5. Distinguish between 'initiating', ana''maintaining'
partnerships when deVeloping or re-evaluating your management
plan.

32
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4 ,

6. Do not attempt initiate .a. partnership'unlqss an adequate.
number ofischool spnnel can.be delegated sufficient'

i
.responsibility (Sam ieri 1975:47-52).

In addition to this o anizational advice, Sampieri offers- same

personal advice on ow to sell a program to someorie in the -comPilunityi.

For example be persistent,. keep-your sales pitchshort den t try

'to close a deal on the phone, don't coMpete for lunch checks and

so on. Thus, the educator is getting some advice-on how to relae

more effectively on a one-to-one basis with people in business and

industry. Again, similar advice might be helpful to businesk and

industry people.

Summary of the Problems and Advice. Fe have reviewed the characteristics

pf educators and of people in bUsitess, industry and labor that tend

to disrupt collaboration. We have looked at some of the barriers and

problems that way make collaboration more difficult. We have touched

briefly on advice to those involved in ccillaboration ranging from the

role organizations should play to personal advice on how to collaborate.

Much of the literature emphasizes the difficulty of collaborating and

proposes very general guidelines for promoting more effective

collaboration.

he problems appear to be more fully;develpped at this point than the
AL

solutions. We think therefore that a better and broader understanding

of the prOcess of collaboration is,very,muoh needed. .'Before we

present the parallels we believe exist betweOn Collective bargaining

28
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g

.

and the collaboration process, we will'disCuss one final document
,

which services as a significant transition between the problems and

guidelines piesented earlier and our'discussioil of the collaboration

process'in the next chapt9r1

;

Prinbiples for A*ementin Collaboration

In a recent,paper prepared by Miguel Coleman and Wa Son at the

INTational Center, forilesearch in Vocational.Education (NCRVE), the

authors preSent whit they call

designed to help those, involved
1

principles for agreement" which are

N.

in collaboration. The prinCiples

cover.four jeas! .communication, acceptAce commitment and,
success. They. appear to f llow the chain of interaction which occUrs

throughout collaboration. beginning with communication and. culminating

With success. Under each principle, the authors raise a number of

Issues and offer theiy recommendations on how best to proceedin

order, to.achieve succe6sful collaboration. The issues raised are

4
significant. They address the important notion of the process of

collaboration as a.complex phenomenon demanding specific skills on

the part of the participants. These skills suggested here in the

form of issues, are similar-to those we will discuss in Chapter Iy

of this paper. The issues associated with each principle are:

1. Communication
Issue 11 Who enters theOiscussion
Issue 1..2 Where to begin
Issue 1.3 Focus of discussion
/ssue 1.4 Language

2. Accgtance
.Issue 1.5
Issue 1.6
Issue 1.7
Issue 1.8

Definition of the problem
Recognition of Self-interests
Agreeing to disagree
Placing parameters around expectations

3
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3. Commitment
Issue 1.9

, Issue 1.10
Issue 1.11
Issue 1.12

4. Success
Issue 1.13
Issue 1.14
Issue'Si
Issue 1.16

4

Seeking.ccmmitment
Seeking levels of commitment
Identifying commitment
Maintaining-commitment

Allowing adequate planning time
Establishing priorities
Establishing criteria for success
Establishing accountability (Miguel, Coleman
and Wasson 1978:

?
unnumbered).

The emphasis throughout the principles of agreement and the associated

ssues is di tinctly content-free. The authors have focused entirely

on the process ot,collaboration and, have contributed significantly:

to a better understanding of some ke); deciSions that must.be made

about the prdcess. Their concept of collaboratimNictends all the:

way from who is to collaborate through hOw those involved in

collaboration know whether they have succeeded.' The issues, then,

take us from beginning collaboratiVe efforts tb the completion of any.

Particular project or prograM.

Conclusion'

There are numerous other sources we couldicite,on the problems, issues,

procedures and advice associated with collaboration of schools and

buSiness and industry. HoweVer, the information Contained in" the

preceeding pages should be sufficient to demonstrate that:

4 1. Many'of those concerned with the topic of collaboration
, highlight the problems and,constraints,,and in some cases,

question whether or not collaboration can be accomplished
between education and the business/labor/government sectors.'

2. Closely-aligned' with the discuss-ion of problems is advice
.offered to eateators and representatives of business and
industry to help make collaboration Possible.

3.0



3. Apart from the recent Work by NCRVETjthere is littre in the
literature that.analyies how to conduct the process of
collaboration'or that .attempts to develcip fully a framework
within:which those involved'in collaboration could-begin to
work together effectively.

For the purposes of this paper, it is the third item which is of

primary concern. In an attempt to further our understanding of how

to overcome the difficulties and achieve the potentj.al benefits of

collaboration, we believe that the process needs to be examined

from another perspective. Basing our next chapter in part on the
-

.understanding gained from our review of the literatur and n part

on our own experience in collaboration,,we hope to shed some light

on an underlying mode of operation which we believe permeates

many collaborative efforts--namely, collective bargalining.
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Chapter IV

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AND THE COLLABORATION PROCESS

Introduction
1

The elements of the collaboration process can be viewed as similar

to the elements of the collective bargaining/negotiations process.

I`
Dealing with problems and issues such as those discussed earlier may

'be easier if one approaches the collaboration table with some of

the same expectations, knowledge and tools used by professional

negotiators and others involved in'collective bargai,ning.

We are not uggesting.that the match between collectiVe bargaining

and collaboration is completeor in^ any way perfect. Fi!rst, the

roles in collaboration,are less ftearly defined than the roles in..

collective bargaining. .Second, collective'bargaining placeq people

in adversarial'positions; collaboration may do So occasionally bilt

e

only when an issue cannot be resolved. Third, collective bargaining

is focused on a set of relatively clear-cut issues such as salary,

fringe benefits, working conditj, and so on. The issues in

collaboration are policy or p ogram issues and not as clear-cut.

Fourth, collective bargaining primarily addresses the needs of

exployers and employees. Collaboration, on the other hand, has to

address the needs of multiple organizations and individuals.

v

Recognixing these differences, we remain convinced. Of the value in'
OP

borrowing.some Of the key.concepts and terms from collective bargaining



and applying them to collaboration. It is our hope that, by drawl.

a relationship between two previously unrelated processes, both

individuals and organizations involved in collaboration may find some

meaning that is useful. We do not advocate adapting the entire.

model; we do hope the reader will recognize some activities already

underway and perhaps see some mechanisms that might be htlpful in

the 'future.

Levels of Collabor4tion

.

Before we discuss collective bargaining, we would like to say a-tit

%

about levels of collaboration.. In different collaborative efforts;

one is likvly to find a differ-en/ configuration of organizations

represented. At thksame time, one could find different kinds,of

-representation. A level of collaboration, then, is ktermined by

the:organizational configUratiocrand the nature of the .representation.

Considering the possible variations, there are obviougir many leveld-.

of collaboration. nix- the Purposes of illustration: we have

identified three main levels which represent fairly common

configurations and kinds of representation. These are:

Level 1: One-to-one Collaboration
Configuration: two organizations
Representation: Tersons representing each organization

Level 2: Multiple organization collaboration
Configuration: three or more organizations
Representation: persons representing each,organization

Level 3: Multiple sector collaboration
Configuration: three or more organizationS
Representation: persons representing societal sectors (e.g.,

education and labor) rather, than oFganizations



c.

Although the levels are not fully developed, they serve to,point

Pout that collaboration changes (and therefore 'the collaboration procea

. -
may need to change) depending on the configuration and the kind of

representation.

In the discussion that follows we have not attempted to adapt each

concept in collective bargaining to each level of collaboration.

Although there ate differences, the'main purpose here is to present

the,collective bargaining modeI,which we believe has merit at all

levels of collaboration.

4111
In this chapter we will present selected terms and definirions,used

The Collective, Bargaining Mo'ciel

dr

in collective bargaining and relate these to the collaboration proce-ss.

The terms, definitions and related discussion appear in four sections:

1. Collective bargaining

2. Elements of the Process.

3. Roles in the Process

4. .Products/Outcomes of the Process

-

Collective bargaining,is-presented fir,t in that.it serties as the

.

context for all other terms and defi tions-7everything presented

in itie sections following "collective batgaining" ocCurs within the

/

collective bargaining process.

Col ective Bargainina

DefinitiOn; a process where/ y employees as a group and their
employers make offers' and counter-offers for the purpose of
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reaching a mutuallY accejltable agreement and the execution
of 4 written document incorporating such an agreement. This
te -implies good faith on the pareof both sides. (This
and all other definitions are taken from Wildman 1970:24-25.

.

Obviously, the collabdration process between educators and business

-)people is pot a prOcess invo Virig emploYee.e.-and employers. If.one

Were to Substitute 'school reproesentatives" and Pbuainessi labbr and

, government representatives" for employees and employers, one can see

that the process of.negotiation (including but not limited to making

offers and counter-offers) applies. .The concept of giveand-take

'in the context of Collahoration is an iportant on. Collaborators

need to be prepared to affer'alternativ and to compromise. That'.

can mean literally preparing a series of alternatives prior to.a,

formal meeting so that Xhe process of-collaboration does not cleplend

entirely on the acceptanCe or rejection of one idea. The same is

true about compromise. Knowing in advance-when and where you are

prepared to compromise--analyzing the issues to determine those

which are negotiable and those which are not--needs tote done by

all involved in collaboration is the objective to reach a."mutually

acceptable agreement:"

Although the minutes oeceetings May in some instances constitute'

a formal agreement, when major decisions are reached and commitments,

are made, it may be advisable for the protectión end future of both

groups to

document.

formalize those decisions and commitments in a separate.

More importantly, collaboratiOn as well'as collective

bargaining implies "good faith on the part of both sides." This
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suggests that a distinCtion needs to be made between exploratory

q'discussion and a decision to act or take 4 policy posiiion. That-

distinction needs to be made clear to all involved. 11"and when a

shift occurs from exploratory discussion to taking action, that shift

needs to be clearly recogni,ed and the stissociated rosmeibilities

and commitments then need to be publicly agreed upoh..

The key poin s, then, for those engaged in collaborationwo0Id appear

be:

N.
-negotiating, including making offers and.counteroffers

,

reaching a.mutually agxeeab,le.agreentkent

executing a written document

_distinguiShing between'exploratory discussion and collaborative4
0

cdllaboratingli good faith

,

With these pointer n mind, we will noW'explore7isome of the elements,

rOles and outcoMed that are part of_collenCtive ba-rgaining;

Elements of the. Process

In this section, weyill discuss fpur procedures that are generally

,unilerstood to Ina-Mechanisms for anhibving r4solution and for M6Vitg

ahead in the collective bargaining process. The four procedures or

elements aro mediation, arbitration,. consultatión and crisis

dtgaining, .

4 1
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"Mediation. The kfinition of mediation is as follows:

DefinAion: informal attempt by a third party,-id help in
the sEttlement of an employment dispute through advice or_
other suggestiodbut without specific public recommendation
for settlement.

/

Ia collaboration as well as in coljective bargaiding, there may be

t'imes when a third party is needed to facilitate theresolution of

differences. The third itarty may or may tot be part of the

I

collaborative effort depending on the- issue and the cirpdStances.

Having someone fill thip role may be particUlarly helpful.during

.the initial stages of collaboration when isaues armiibeing defined

and objectives need to be set. One might use a third partrto help

determine the content for the collabqration proceas, assuming there

is geheial agreement about working together. At any Voint during

,collaboration., however, it could be helpfur to have Someone who iS
. .

not in the thick of it, sq to speak,.both to advise and offer

suggestions. One orthe kerwords here is "informal.," Although the,

peiSOn who takes on the role of mediator mitty do so very formaliv
/.

either as part o f the collaborative4roup or as a 'Conaultant, he

or 'she is.performiA0 technical assistande for the'group and mot'

developing binding recomomendations

The key idea' in mediation for those invOlved it Collaboration.seem

to be:

/4, getting ihforiaal help. (i.e., technical assistance versus
decision-making) .

using*a third party

42
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getting advice and suggest tins

using mediation to explore alternatives raWier that to
'resolve issues fully which occuts via other mechaniSms

Arbitration. The definition of arbitration in collective bargaining

is as follows:

. pefinition: a methodof settiitg disputes through. recourse
i. to an,impartialthird!party.....Axbitration.may be binding

if agreed tci by the parties or advisory when'the'arbitrator.
iOwithout.the autharitY to. issue.a final and binding award.
Arbitration may be used either.1),to settle grievances. under an
already.tegotiated agreement 0r'4.to deeide what,the terms
and-condition's of a,new collective agreement will be. i

Like mediation, arbitration ,is usually done by an "impartial third

party." Unlike mediatioti arbitratio has resolution, of'conflict

as its goal. In boa instances the process of oollaboratiot.tay be ,

.able to borrow the method Oi using 4 outsider either to provide

advice and suggestions or to Make decisions._ Considering the

constraints-and the piciblems identified in the Collaboration

literature, it would seem reasonable that disagreements twou.ld occur

and that, the resolutian of these disagreements might'no always'be

passible Without special kinds Of aSsistance. If those involved in

collaboration were to establish a mechanism early in their efforts

whereby a person to serve as a,third party could either be on board

or called in, recourse to s-problemsolvinimechanism woUld be

in plaCe:

From collective bargaining's idea of arbitration we have:

reinforcement of the use of an impattial third party

0'A 43
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establighmerh of the use of this third party aS one of
the ground rules for collaboration

the option of paving the arbitrator's decision either
'

binding or not. binding

T

In both mediation and arbitration, the third party role is crucial.

, One of the real strengthg of milltiple sector collaboratiOn is that

,this role is oftenlbuilt In. Business and labor for- exaMple, can

often "mediate" differences between school and government.

.that on various issues there will be a "neutral seCtor" or

can be turned into a real plus for collaborative efforts.

Recognition

sectors

Consultation. Consult4tion in colleCtive bargaining is defined as

follows:

Definition: an obligati8n on the pitt of an employer to
consult the employee organization on particular issues
beforer'taking action on them.

Consultation might also'be seen as a ground rule for collabbration.

-Similar in same ways to the ground rules by Millsap predented earlier,

consultation suggests that those who sit at the collaboration table'

need, in_many cases, to have the opportunity to gain proper.

authorization from their respective organizationi:before proceedidg.

In dollaboration the extent of the authority given to thoge who

4
are participating varies. Thus, the process of collaboration may

bog down when somele able to commit their organizatiOn fo action

and others are not. HoweVer, it.shouid be recognized that there is
,

also value in having a "buffer" between top level officials in the

planning and discussion of sensitive issues. Those at lower levels-

39
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may we l be more "free" to examine alternatives and ways to make them

work. definition as presented concerns employers

consulting emplOyee organizations, one can easily'transpose the

idea'such that empfoyers or emploYeeS must consult with the

organizations before taking action. Consultation, then, offers the

following'to our understanding of collaboration.

awareness of emplOyee-employer relationships.and obligations

awareness of differing. authority among members

- the need for a mechanism to promote decisiOn.making
,.during, collaboration whiCh takeS into accobnt the varying
degrees of authority.

.

Crisis Eargaining. Within collective bargaining, crisia bargaining

is defined as follows:

Definition: when collective bargairiing takes place under
the ehi-eat of imminent strike deadlines, ix is referred to
as 'crisis bargaining' and is to be distinguished from
extended' negotiations in which both parties have ample time
to present and discuss their positions.

Collaborators don't strike; however, they can threaten to Withdraw

'and they do face iMminentdeadlines. Working together under the

threat of such deadlines (for example; :when a-collaborative proposal

is due in the Mail the next day; when the school superinteddent

needs letters of commitment from all organizations involved in

collaboration by the end of phe week; and sd'on), the.process of

collaboration.can be exceedingly. difficult. 'Our discussion of the

roles in the next section may proVide some options to facilitate

crisis'bargaining. Even if our'readera conclude that those roles

do not apply, it remains im'artant to know in advance'of'a crisis.'

45
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situation how the group intends to proCeed.t.The key points from

crisis bargaining, then, appear to be:

collaboration ia different when the,group fac4 an
imminent.deadlineor when someone threatens to withdraw

specialTroceddres are needed to facilitate "crl,sis
collaboration"-

^ A
some specific roles may need to be identified for this
situation as well.as for others

Roles in'the Prociss 44 *.. .0

The roles we will discuss in Chits section are the negotiating uhit,

the bargaining; agent, management perqgatives and the fact-finding

boird. Although these roles obviously do not correspond direCtly

V. to those

roles in

involved in collaboration nor do they cover all of the

either collective bargaining or collaboration, they do-
,

suggest ways to enhance-the,prOcess of-Collaboration.. We are not-

suggesting a direct trinsfer;. We are suggesting that some similarities

4
,-.exist both in.the processes and iwthe roles.

Negotiating Unit. Thedefinition of a negotiating unit is. at

folloWs:

Definition: a group of emplo'yees recognized by the employer
at appropriate representatives of an organization for
purposes ot collective negotiation,

,

Like collaboratiop, Collective 'bargaining is ektremely eonstious of

authority and wha represepts whom. , In the process,of collaboration,

representatives Mali change. '14hen thip occurs,-it May be important

.

for the group as a whole td-,have A protesi whereby replacements or
4

1
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new members are recognized as "appropriate representatives of an

organization' or of a'societal sector such as labor. The fOrmality

associated with collective bargaining may be more than collaboration

needs. Bait the abgence f allyj formal structure may ncrease the

difficulty in collaboration.

'The main idea coming from the role of negotiating uni s ip collective

bargaining is:

the need.for .a process to establish the appropriateness
_cif Organizational representatives

(44%.

Bargaining Agent: Wildiüan's definition of bargaining agent i :

, Definition: organization recogrilzed by4he,eMployer as
the exclusive representative of all emplciees in a negotiating
unit for purposes of collective negotiations.

, JA

Similar in many ways to the negotiating unit, the use of a bargaining

'agent.serves to narrow-the focus of the,bargaining process:through

legitimizing an Organization to represent employees. Th focusing'

of auttOrity ind the identification of representativea may haVe

so e application in collaboratiOn as well. It is a:theme that

ars often infthe collective bargaining definitions which 'suggests

t it is an important aspect of organizing profesional negotiations.

The ame may.be, true for.the'negotiatiOna which occur thrOughout the

process of c011aboration. This term and those disCussed earlier

sgggest thai structure is -essential' if the process is:to occur

effectively.
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The definition of bargaining agent tell

a procedure is needed officially to recognize individuals
and organizations involved.in collaboration

in iome'instances, groups may need to conaolidate and
select a representative

' having a workable structure is part of facilitating the
,process of collaboration

ManagementPrerogatiyes. The term "manageMent,prerogatives".is

defined to mean:

Definition: the right reserved to management which may be
expressly noted as such in the colleciive agreement.
4

Let us substitute "organizations:involved in collaboration".for

IImanagement. II What this definition is suggesting, then, is that all

organiations who agree to' collaborate may also Wish to reserve

rights'concerning some aspect Of the collaborative_process or its

vottent. -Addressing this issue openly may A.n the long run,

improve the process of collaboration. If a school has certaim

policies which prohibit students, or, for-that.matter, staff from

becoming involved in certain activities, this,"right" may be

importantA,nformation for thOse involved in the collaborative process
4

to know. Rather than have important items which may inflUence the

direction of collaboration surface at random.overtite the Concept

of management prerogatives suggests these itets be dealt with-in

generaly early-in the forming of'the group and then again in specific

terms related to each particular problem or issue. Thus, from

management prerogatives we are able to extrapolate the following:

individual as well as organizational rightsshould be
identified

43
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the identification process should mot be haphazard but
rather a.deliberate'activity that ts part of the collaboration
process.

Fact-Finding Board. A "fac
.

finding board" is defined a :

Definition: 'a group of individual's appointed to investigate
,and report the facts in an employment dispute. Frequently,
the group will be charged with making recommendations for
settlement.

Within the group responsible for collaboration, one can easily

envision:subgroups being formed to investigate.and report on

particularAssues. Dependitg oh the nature of the problem, the

subgroup or mAy not be members of the collaboration group.

The description of a.fact-finding.board suggests that those involved:

AmLscollaboration Irish to:

identify issues that need special attention and aak
. individUals.to work on those issues

'share the responsibility for investigating.and reporting
onmajor topics among members and non7membera.

Products/Outcomes of the Process

The terms and definitions that are part.of the world of collective
C-7

Wgaining begin-to identify what we are calling "products/outcomes"

in addition to defining the elements of the process and the associated

roles. In this section, we have selected four terms for discussion--

agreement, ratification, living document and grievance procedure.

Again, these products/outcomes do not cover the full range of

possibilitiespeither in collective bargaining or collaboiation,

But they do serve to illudtrate tliakkinds of products/outcomes that

might be appropriate far those involved in the process okollabora ion.
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Agreement. Wildman has defined agreement to mean:

Definition: a written agreement between an employer and an
employee organization, usually.for a definite term, defining
conditions of employment...(including) rights of employees
and the employee organization and the procedure to be followed
in settling disputes or handling issues that arise during the
life of the agreement.

Altering the definition to reflect the conditions.of collaboration,

ine might substitute 'representatives of all organizations involved

in collaboration' for 'employer' and 'emploiee organilations.'. This

suggests that individuals chosen by their organizations to be part

'of a collaborative process need to have their rights anckthe rights

-of their re4ective organizations clearly spelled.out. In any

collaborative effort, there is the potential for-disagreement among

representated, about the nature of the eollaborative effort.' When

-thope Involved in collaboration are attempping to reach. agreement on

an issue, 'it would be helpful to have proeedures available to help

resolve the problem. The.concept of

Sbri of a written agreenient defining.

collaboration and having a mechanism

conditions could serve to Strengthen

needing a procedure tn.the

responsibilities and Aghts in

in place to revise collaborative

c011aboration itself.

Translating_the concept of agreement from collective bargaining to

collaboration suggests:

organizational representativespeed to establish a
formal understanding (A Written agreement) aMong themselves
concerning what can and cannot octur in collaboration.

the collaborative group may wish to'decide On the kinds.
of commitment it believes ía necessary for members of
that group (e.g., number of days delegated to Working on
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the cAapborative process, extent of financial commitment
to support th collaborative efforts, and so on).

-1k

Ratification. The definition of the term ratification is as follows:

Definition: the formal approval.of a newly negotiated agreement
by vote of the organization members affected or the schgol board.

Just as agreement is defined to mean something determined by the

%collaborators that is formal and in writing, ratification is also

a formal and public process. In terms of collaboration agreement

is the outcome of the negotiations among organizational-representatives

during.collaboration; ratification is the outcome associated with,

taking any major.decision reached by the collaborative group back

to each organiiation. Implied in ratification is the formal\approval

of the sponsoring organizations:. yrhe.group May vote to formalize

an agreement on that which they have negotiated (e.g., prigram

objectives; future organizational roles in the collaborative
a,

.process; and so on). This agreement.would then. be submitte4 to each

organization involved in collaboration, where approiriate, for

ratification. Overall, ratification in collaboration can mean:

obtaining formal agreement by the collaboration group
on all major issues .

Submitting,that agreement for.ratifiction totey persons
in the sponsoring organizations

insuring that there is public commitment (i.e., agreement
and ratification) on the part of the individuals and the
organizaeions before major actions are taken.-

.
>,..

Living Document. A living document in collelire bargaining means:

Definition: the belief that the terms
be subject to revtew and ren6gotiation
conditions change or unforeseen events
absence of a reopening clause.

pf anjigreement should
ty the parties'if
come about, despite the
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'.The idea of a living document constitutes a 1 recognition of

the uncertainties which can significantly alterany plan or

agreement. It.saysw- in effect, be prepared to expect the unexpected.

It putslin Place an,acknowledgment that the 45reement reached last

month which ia supposed 'to hold for one year/may need to be reviewed

and revised using some of the processes described earlier based on

)
events not currently known. In collaboration, where conditions are

constantly shifting, it may be critical/to have a means availaW.e .

such. that e changes and unforeseen eVents-co be dealt with openly

and effectively. By adopting the idea of a liVing document and

C-N4deye ()ping some-steps which would'provide for.-the renegotiation ,of

an. agreement, both individualsrand organliations involved it
/

q,laboration miAlfind it- easier to manage change. HaVing procedures
7

.;

in place first fo obtain formal Agreement and second.to promote

ratification, one coul&actiVate those- prOcedures at.any point within.

.

the contept of. a living dotumeizt. The three together ki.p., agreement,

ratification and living-document) constitute a set of products/outcomes

that both formally, aCknoWledge-what'is to be done'end pre:vide

.mechanisma for revision when necessary. A living document, then,

in collaboratton means that:

there is formal xecognition of the possibleneed.to revise
agreements

change islpart of the process rather than a totally
disruptive influence

a.

procedures to support agreement, ratification- and a living
document could redifce the uncertainties about what iS to-
be done through collaboration, aS well as theuncertainty
,produded by unforeseen'evenis.

4 7
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Grievance Procedure,. W4.rdman's definition of a grievance procedure

is as follows:

Definition: a formal plan set forth in a collective agreement
which provides for the adjustment of grievances through
discussions at progressively higher levels of authority and
management and, the employee organization.

Again, in collective bargaining ^we have a formal plan to resolve

0
grievances. n collaboration, we typically do not. In spite of

the many problems and constraints discussed earlier, some of which

could certainly promote "grievances" by members of the collaboration

group, we have not yet aeknowledged the need to addresS these'

situations openly and to provide recOurae for collaborators who
, s.

consider themselves,aggrievad We do not believe the,structure of

collaboration will or should support a formal appeal type of system.-

We do believe'that there needs: tb be.an understanding and acceptance

of a proceduie which alIous-participants who feel "damaged" to get

airearing. The aboVe definition suggests that .grievance,procedures
,

400
need to be andled in two different'arras---7-tn the collaborative

group.and i the sponsoring Fganizations. Members.of a cdii-aborative
F.

team'are responsible first to their organizations and second to the

collaborative effOrt; these responSibilities'may, at times, .conflict

and promote grievances that can effectively halt the collaboration

process. If we are to, make progress both in our understanding of

and our execution of collaboration we must deal more.apenlywith.,

the problems and difficulties people bring to and experience at the

collaboration table.' By developing a formal plan to handle such

problems.. ,those involved in collaboration might find that grievances

53-
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addressed openly are much less of an impediment to the process

than grievances discussed' only in private or .not at all. The entire

grievance preCedure suggests to those involved 4n collaboration,that:

a plan on procedure is needed to handle grievances

thatplan should identify Who should
grievance'situations.

both the Collaborative group and the
may need to be.included in the plan.

be approached. in

sponsoring organization

SumMary. We have tried to-deMonstrate that,/to date, the problems

apociated with collaboration outnumber the' solutions. If one

accepts that as,being true, then one can begin to'look for,ways to

improve collaboration. To.guide our search,.we chose to view
7

c011aboration'primarily as a-procesa and to focus our ttention

in that area rather than in.the content area. Thds, i 'looking for

.ways to strengthenHana improve the collaboratiVe process, we.turned

to the.literature on colle e bargaining. Here we found some

parallels in the procednres, roles and ontcomes-that are setup
4

to facilitate the resolution of issue . in onr examination of

collective bargaining through the 'eye of collaboration4 we found'

mechanisms in use in collective-bargaining that may well- serve to

improve the pro,cess of collaboration.

For some reflections on collaboration aacT collective bargaining,

see our brief andlinal chapter.
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Chapter V

REFLECTIONS OVOLLABORATION AND THE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING ANALOGY

In this final chapter, we.mould like to reflect:briefly on the.collective

bargaiming analogy, present aome assumptions we believe came'out of

our discussibn of collaboration, and talk a bit ab9ut the futuae of

collaboration.

oThe Collective Bargaining Ahalogy

Some caut-ions were stated in tour introducbions tio collective

MI-gaining as a source of processes,-elements and roles in coll boration.

They deserve repeating here:

. The roles of collaboratiem are less clearly defined than
the i.olgs in collective bargainIng.

4

.Collective bargaining places people in adversarial positions;
collaboration maY 'do so occasionally, but _only when in
ipSue cannot 'be resolved.

s.
Collective bargaining is foCused on a set cif relalively
clear-cut issues such-as: salary, fringe benefiis, workihg
conditionsi, etc.; collaboration deals with"broader issues.-

4. Collective bargaihIng priMarily addresSes tI4 needs 9f
employers and employees'. Collaboration ilas to'addresg
;he needs of multiple organizations_and individuals.

,

Overall, weneed todacknowledge that collective bargaining as a

model or even as a source of procedurvs,to promote effective

4

collaboration won't work for everyone. The notion of some structure

'for negOtiation, however, should have relevance for thosewho are-

attempting to make collaboration work. Collective bargaining, as

preseoted,Aid not cover.all situations: Indeed, atteMpt. was
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made to insure that every situation in collaboration was kno

that ig possible). ,Rather, .the selected terms and definitions

,should 'be yiewkaa Covering some of the"major.prOcesses that we

think occur, in 'both calective bargainAng and collaboration.

Although they may be less. Viable Or even absent in some collaborative

efforts, there is room felt them,

'collaboration leedS,Some structure, whethir forMal or Wormal.

Without structure or rulea'' by .which collaborators can proceed,'

the highly, personal aspects Of collaboration/can dominate the issues

_

and act,entua.te Or tause Conflict. RI:Iles-depersonalized

"defUse" interaction and events.- Collaboration, unlike

-

bargalgning, has no formal,
. Or wideipread rUles. Raving.highly,

formalizedroles that apply to all collaborat ve efforts could-

easily strangle dollabotatiOn. But it.is important that:collaborators

. '

and often

collective

.recognize:that the absence of structure Of Some sort--the'absence of

mechanisms like 'agreement, ratificationv grievance procedure, and

so on--can push collaboration over the.edge into 'chaos.

Some Assumptions About Collaboration

After reflecting on our review 'of the literature, our awn experience

in collaboration, and our explication of the procese vis-a-vis

collective bargaining, we formed some assumptions about collaboration:

e have made no attempt to be complete in our list but rather

have identified assumptions that appear to deserve highlighting

based on our analysis
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1. Collaboration takes place on at least twa levels: .

institutional (Or organizational) and individuaf. _Individuals
from-different institutions can develop collaborative

. relationships with or without institutional commitment
but without institutional commitment, collaboration is
limited iu its impact,on both practfce and policy.

2. There are differences in institutional/organizational missions
and perspectives;, these differences-can.inhibit or even
prevent collaboration from'occuring.. They can also promote
and enhance it when ways-can be found. to proceed without
threatening the "bread and butter" mission'of'the varioUs
inatitutions.

Collaboration is too often inhibited by failure to be 7 \

specific'cOnterning,the cbmolonalities and differences among ;
'institutions/organization and/or individuals on a given
issuei :Clarification.of-both values ihd specific details
.go a long Ways toward promoting Commion action.

4. The individual representing the institution/organization.
.must be able to negotiate from a confident position.. This
does not assume that be or. She mill'always be a chief
p:ecutive. does assume understanding of whafwthe'
:institution's values and interests are, and an atiIity to-
relate them to the broad collaborative, problem Area.

A

5. Collaborating instithtions/organizations must be willing
to take risks--to venttre beyond the status quo in hopes
of finding resolutions,to prAlems.

6. Collab6ration requires institutions*to negotiate and actually,
modify their individual practices and standards. Parties,,

to a collaborative effort may have to give something up or
modify a position in .order to reach a shared point of view
for planning. The key is to understand what can be modified
without'damaging the basic missiad of the institution and
what cannot. A -

7. Analyzin&hoW individuals deal with sensitive issues is an
indicator of how effective collahoration is working. The
extent to which.it is posSible and "safe" to enter discussion
and debate basic'institutiohal values' and Eonflictstis a
good operational barometer of the extent to Which.a.group
trusts one another and has learned to function without
damaging anyone's institutional base.

7

These assumptions are, in many ways, the.reasons why the process of

collaboration is so important. And they reflect-our concerns With
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identifying viable models (such as collective bargaining) that Can

,be -adapted by collaborators to. better insure successful on-going

collaboration,:

The Future of Collaboratiori

If we assuMe that the-answer to NIE's question about whether

collaboration is possible is "yes," the next question might be

whether or not collaboration will last? After reviewing the

problems an$1 advice and focusing on the importance of delineating

a process for collaboration, we could reach an intermittant

conclusiod,that "maybe-collaboration will last." Jhat changes

,the "maybe" to "yes" is the demands associatedwi h the difficult

and different nature of the schoOl-to-worktraneition for young

people. Taking care of-this transition Is. no longer a one7institution

job --the:problems are too great and require the attention of too.

many. ,To cite jUat-some -of the evidence recOunted by Wirtz in

Th4i, Boundless Resource:

Whatever may be Its various interpretations, the 20 percent
youth'unemploymeiit rate--40 percent fOr thoSe doubly
disadvantaged by age and descent-demanda attention to this
'youth problem.

The education andsweirk elements in the youth situation
cannot responsibly: be considered separately; most:of these
young peole.at and approaching this' critical transition
point are bOth inschool and in the work force.-

More and more of them are getting more and more education
and mixing it with,more and more work experience.

There is work to be done by youth; it is emerging increasingly
as work with particular characteristics--distinguishing it
in material respects from the wori that most adults do.
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The rising "educational attainment 1eVel of the work force"
has a significant impact on what an education-work policy
should be.

There is evidence of ap increasing-mismatch between the
development'of particular competencies'and the, need for
them, bUt the evidenCe regarding this is inadequate.and 'the
analysis incomplete.

The answe is'not just more sdhool and more jobs for everybody
under twent *if what 'this means is simiSly staying longer
in the.same old classrams and then looking.for some work
to relieve the extended monotony of it. (Wirtz 1975:30)

The ishues raised by Wirtz are still witfius. We have not seen much

evidence that they will oneollay disappear. So, for those involved

in education and work, it is indeed likely that collaboration'will

. last. And collaboration in education and work may be the harbinger

of more and different kinds of collaboration in the'future.

What we believe to be critical to the success and the, survival of

collaboration is the process. If we are not willing to analyze and

improve it--even to Understand it--then there is, in our opinion,

little hope tor collaborative efforts: t'utting people from

different organization$ or representingdifferent societal sectors

around the table doevnot guarantee collaboration. Without'an

appropriate irocess, it,may. guarantee failure,

As Wirtz tells us, collaboration does not mean stauting one mutually-
, .11,=

.

agreed upon program. There needs to be a broad isa3.0.around which

there is general agreement. To address suCh an isiue--and all of

its side issues and ramafications--you must have an on-goi6g process

in place; you must knowHhow to negotiate.
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Does collaboration have a futura? Yes. Will it be easy? No.

Artbe problems solvable? Yes, with the .help of an appropriate
%

5 .

procesS to supPort -the weight of the issues that collahbrators

must face.

MN

.
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ADDENDUM

This paper ii, it our opinion, a.beginning. It represents one way

of looking at the complexity of collaboratibn. It is not,meant to

-

be a definitive statement on the process of collaboration.. It is

designed to stimillate-reactiot, domment and further work in an area

we consider both important and aomplex: .The analogy we drew is an

attempt to pont out the complpacity of bringing together persons'

with specifid organitational and institutional identities at the

collaboration table. In our ,opinion we needAnore work--more research,

more evaluation, more-design, more idea papers such as.this one--

to support and ipprove the collaborative process. If we have

caused you to shake your fiead--either vertically or horizontally--
,

in reaction to our ideas, we would welcome yout response. And, Abst

importattly, your thoughts on the topic.

Susan Wong Rath
Rex Hagans
Summer 1978'
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